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Cortland, NY – August, 2006. WetStone Technologies, Inc., a leading producer of digital
forensic investigations products is proud to announce the availability of its latest training
course – Malware Investigator Boot Camp.
The Malware Boot Camp is an advanced two day intensive training course that includes
hands on lab, examination, and certification. Each student is provided their own
investigative workstation. They will receive fully licensed copies of WetStone’s Gargoyle
Investigator™ Enterprise Edition and training materials. Upon completion of this intense
Malware Investigator Boot Camp, students will gain detailed experience with: Botnets,
Trojans, Root Kits, Worms, Password Crackers, Evidence Countermeasures, Keyloggers,
Steganography, Encryption, and Fraud Tools among others.
“The investigation of malware uses and infection is critical to every investigation. Without
this, crucial evidence can be missed which opens the opportunity for the defense to claim
the ‘Trojan Defense’, our ability to routinely audit our enterprise for the presence of
malicious software dormant or active has become a necessary pre-emptive step in
defending the enterprise”, stated Chet Hosmer, Chief Scientist and CEO of WetStone
Technologies.
Gargoyle Investigator Enterprise Edition is a software tool which provides the ability to
conduct a quick search on a stand-alone system or network resource for known
contraband and hostile programs using datasets specifically designed to uncover them.
Gargoyle provides the technology necessary to detect, collect, analyze and preserve the
findings that can be admissible in court, which ultimately results in the ability to prosecute
or institute disciplinary action.
About WetStone Technologies, Inc. –
WetStone has been developing eDiscovery, eCrime Investigation and eCompliance
software and training for our customers worldwide since 1998. WetStone also performs
advanced research and development for a broad range of government, law
enforcement and private sector organizations.

